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Daydreamer

His name is called and there’s a pause

just long enough to halt a war

tame timber wolves and trim their claws

hide diamonds in a secret drawer

lure dragons to a trick trapdoor

eat pancakes by the Côte D’Azur

discover one last cancer cure

take a penalty and score

– then simply teleport

back to where he was before

sat cross-legged on the floor

to answer with a yawn.            

Good Morning.
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£10.99 l HB l 230x150mm l 88 pages l 9781910959879 l 2-Aug-18 l 7+

NEW
 TITLES

RACHEL ROONEY worked as a teacher of special needs children while also

bringing up her three sons. She is much in demand for school workshops,

and for performances of her work at festivals. Her first poetry collection,

The Language of Cat, was published in 2011 and won the CLPE Poetry Prize 

(the CLiPPA), followed by My Life as a Goldfish in 2014. She lives in Brighton.

CHRIS RIDDELL, Children’s Laureate 2015-17, is internationally renowned both

as an artist and an author. His awards include the Kate Greenaway Medal 

(2002, 2004), the Costa Children’s Book Award (2013), and the Hay Festival 

Medal for Illustration (2015). He is currently president of the School Library

Association. His bestselling books include the Goth Girl series, the

Coraline series, The Sleeper and the Spindle with Neil Gaiman and

A Great Big Cuddle with Michael Rosen. He lives in Brighton.

A Kid in my Class 
 Poems by Rachel Rooney, illustrated by Chris Riddell 

New collection of poems by one of the
top children’s poets writing today, with 
stunning illustrations by Chris Riddell

They’re all here… every kid in the class.
   The pushy one, the shy one. The whizz
kid and the daydreamer. The kid who runs
in his wheelchair. The tough kid, the poet.
And not forgetting the class hamster.

This eagerly awaited new collection from
an outstanding poet, winner of the CLiPPA
Award, is perfectly matched by the amazing
wit and inventiveness of the former UK
Children’s Laureate.

He’s not scared of nothing.
Nobody. Never. Nah.
Which means that he is.
Tough kid. Not tough enough.
I know - I once met his dad.

Otte r- Ba rry  
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www.otterbarrybooks.com

UK £10.99   US $16.99

Poems by

Illustrations by
         They’re all here… every kid in the class. 
             The pushy one, the shy one. 
               The whizz kid and the daydreamer. 
                  The kid who runs in his wheelchair. 
                       The tough kid, the poet. 
                   And not forgetting the class hamster.

This eagerly awaited new collection 
from an outstanding poet, 

winner of the CLiPPA Award, 
is perfectly matched by the amazing wit 

and inventiveness of the former 
UK Children’s Laureate.
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Please, Mr Magic Fish!
Written and illustrated by Jessica Souhami

£11.99 l HB l 278x235mm l 32 pages l 9781910959343 l 6-Sep-18 l 5+
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 TITLESA beautifully told folk-tale exploring 
the theme of greediness 

One amazing day, Jack catches a Magic     
    Fish… “If you free me,” says the fish,
“I’ll grant your dearest wish!”
Jack and his wife Liz can’t believe their
luck when the Magic Fish gives them a 
pretty little cottage, but soon they are
asking for more… and more – even a
palace. And they forget to say thank you!
Now the sea rages and the Magic Fish is 
angry! Find out what happens next, in
this spellbinding tale about the dangers
of being too greedy!

Jessica Souhami is an acclaimed artist and storyteller whose artwork is inspired 

by the shadow puppet shows she created and took on tour earlier in her

career. She has an international following for her retellings of traditional

tales from around the world. Among her many books are Sausages, Foxy!
and The Little, Little House and, most recently, Honk Honk, Hold Tight.
Jessica has two grown-up daughters and lives in north London.

 
£11.99 l HB l 240x240mm l 32 pages l 9781910959183 l 2-Aug-18 l 4+

JULIET RIX is an award-winning freelance writer and broadcaster who has 

worked for BBC TV and radio, newspapers, magazines and websites. She has 

travelled in over 50 countries on all seven continents. Her first children’s book 

was A-maze-ing Minotaur. Juliet lives in north London.  CHRISTOPHER CORR is an

author and illustrator whose many books have won him international acclaim. 

He studied at the Royal College of Art and now lives and works in London 

as an artist and tutor at Goldsmith’s, University of London. His most recent 

books include Deep in the Woods and All the Year Round.

Travels With My Granny  
Juliet Rix, illustrated by Christopher Corr 

A sensitive introduction to old-age
      confusion and dementia, through the
loving and imaginative relationship between 
Granny and her grandchild – and their colourful
journeys. Granny has travelled all over the 
world, to India, Egypt, China and Peru.
And she still travels – in her mind
and in her stories.
The grown-ups say Granny
doesn’t know where she is,
but her grandchild can’t
wait to  go on another
adventure.  “Where are
we going now, Granny?” 

“This book is fabulous
and I know it will be 
really helpful” 
April Dobson,
Head of Dementia Innovation,
Abbeyfield Society

Back at the shore Jack and Liz called out,

“Please Mr Magic Fish will you grant us one more wish?”

The fish rose up from the stormy purple sea.

“Yes?” it said.

“Please may we have a palace?” said Jack.

“With chandeliers and silver spoons?” said Liz.

“And jellies and trifles in the larder?” added Jack.

“All right,” said the fish. 

 

(But they did not say thank you!)

“Turn around, turn around and se
e w

hat you will see.”

And there was the prettiest little cottage.  

It had flowers in the front 

    and vegetables at the back, 

        chickens in the yard, 

            bread and cheese in the larder, 

                and a blue teapot on the table.  

And they turned around... and tu
rn

ed
 aro

u
n

d
 . . . 

“Such a gentle, positive and
fascinating way of introducing
a child to dementia”
Tessa Gutteridge, Director, 
Young Dementia UK
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The school is grey-brown stone.

Its name is ‘Hope’.

“You’ll be just fine here,” says Dad.

We find our way to a classroom 

and hover outside the door.

A neat-looking teacher with glasses is talking to a class.

She spots us in the doorway, waves, opens the door 

and steps out.

As Dad and Miss Lachlan talk I peer inside.

Everyone is staring back.

“Make yourself comfortable. 

You’re to sit next to Magnus.” 

She points to the only empty chair. 

“He’ll be your buddy and show you around.”

I walk the row of staring eyes.

I don’t want to be the new girl.

I want to be back in Edinburgh 

with Li-Mei.

ran inside and shut the door behind him!

“He’s horrible and mean. 
We don’t want to speak to him 
and we don’t care what’s in his box!”

said the friends.
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Dad walks over to Mum and wraps his arms around her 

shoulders.

“And you? Are you all right?”

Mum collapses onto the sofa.

“I just slipped back into it and it all came to me. Lovely 

to see them so happy. They asked me to name him… 

and it just came out of my mouth that he should be 

called Corey. I hope you won’t mind, will you? We had a 

good cry together.”

Dad hugs Mum close.

“Oh, and Katherine has another boy. He said, ‘Tell Isla 

Magnus says hello!’”

Dad winks at me and tickles me under my arm.

I squirm away and complain, but I have this feeling 

wrapped around us all, that I haven’t felt for so long.

Happiness.
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How Rude!
Written and illustrated by Sarah Arnold
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What has Mole got in that big
      brown box?
The others are longing to know,
but Mole says:
“NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS!”

How rude!

SARAH ARNOLD is a London-based illustrator who studied fine art at Goldsmith’s, 

University of London followed by an MA in Illustration at Brighton College

of Art. She now illustrates children’s and educational books, greetings cards 

and book covers. Her previous books include I Told You So and Ugh! Eggs!.

£11.99 l HB l 240x260mm l 32 pages l 9781910959350 l 6-Sep-18 l 4+
5

£10.99 l HB l 200x150mm l 96 pages l 9781910959978 l 6-Sep-18 l 9+

NEW
 TITLES

Corey’s Rock  
Sita Brahmachari, illustrated by Jane Ray 

Beautifully weaves together
themes of bereavement, identity and hope, 
alongside the traditional selkie legend

Ten-year-old Isla has moved from
    Edinburgh to the Orkney Islands
with her parents, to start a new life
after the death of Isla’s beloved young
brother. Many strands are woven into
this deceptively simple story and
Jane Ray’s illustrations capture the
beauty of the island landscape and
integrate it perfectly with the
atmosphere and rich texture
of the storytelling. 

So each of the friends dreamed of what 
could be in the box. 
Girl dreamed of cupcakes and balloons,
Pig imagined lovely cars,
Mouse thought about cheeses
And Hippo dreamed of mud baths.   

said Pig and he slammed on the brakes.
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          I run down the stairs,

               along the coastal path to the sea.

                     I scour the horizon, but no seal rises from   

                     the water.

                I kneel at the water’s edge and taste the sea.

          Salt is on my lip. 

Dad’s voice fading.

“You may hear the beautiful tale of Magnus 

who took salt on his lip. Your good angel.”

“There’s an angel called Magnus in my school,” 

I tell him. 

A fresh and funny story about sharing, 
friendship – and good manners

SITA BRAHMACHARI is the acclaimed author of Jasmine Skies, Kite Spirit, Red Leaves 

and the award-winning Artichoke Hearts. She lives in north London.

JANE RAY is a highly regarded author and illustrator, who has been shortlisted 

five times for the Kate Greenaway Medal. Her books include Ahmed and the 
Feather Girl, Greek Myths: Stories of Sun, Stone and Sea and Zeraffa Giraffa. 

She lives in north London.
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Tiger Walk

£11.99 l HB l 240x275mm l 32 pages l 9781910959411 l 4-Oct-18 l 4+

Can You See a Little Bear?  
James Mayhew, illustrated by Jackie Morris 

Join Little Bear on an 
amazing bedtime journey 
as he meets lions and
peacocks, crocodiles
and kookaburras,
camels and dolphins

£12.99 l HB l 235x278mm l 32 pages l 9781910959367 l 5-Jul-18 l 3+

JAMES MAYHEW is an author, artist and storyteller whose books reflect his passionate 

advocacy of the arts for young children. His imaginative Katie series invites 

readers to step inside famous paintings, Ella Bella Ballerina explores classic 

ballets, and other works feature folk tales and stories from opera and Shakespeare. 

James Mayhew lives in Suffolk. JACKIE MORRIS’s recent The Lost Words, with

Robert Macfarlane (Hamish Hamilton, 2017) has sold over 90,000 copies.

She is the illustrator and author of many acclaimed children’s books. Her most 

recent collaboration with James Mayhew is Mrs Noah’s Pockets (see page 16). 

She lives in Wales and has a lively presence on social media. Follow at www.

jackiemorris.co.uk and @jackiemorrisart
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DIANNE HOFMEYR grew up on the tip of southern Africa. Her acclaimed picture 

books include The Magic Bojabi Tree, which was nominated for the 2014 Kate 

Greenaway Medal and Zeraffa Giraffa, which is on the Sunday Times’ Top 100 

Children’s Classics list. Dianne Hofmeyr lives in west London.

JESSE HODGSON graduated in Illustration at UWE Bristol in 2012. Her first picture 

book Pongo was Highly Commended for the 2012 Macmillan Children’s Book 

Prize. She is also the illustrator of Dark Sky Park (see page 11). Jesse lives in Bristol.

This much-loved collaboration between James Mayhew and Jackie Morris    
   was first published in 2006. Our new edition will introduce a new generation
of children to Jackie Morris’s gorgeous illustrations and James Mayhew’s
delighful storytelling.

Very young children can find out about opposites, colours and contrasts in the 
read-aloud nursery verse, while they search for Little Bear in a variety of theatrical 
and circus settings. Gradually Little Bear reaches a more familiar landscape of 
tea, bath and bedtime, a cue for little bears’ bedtimes everywhere.

A lyrical story about overcoming fears,
with stunning illustrations

Dianne Hofmeyr, illustrated by Jesse Hodgson 
 

One day Tom draws a tiger, inspired     
    by the Henri Rousseau painting 
he sees at the art gallery. That night 
when Tom can’t sleep, the tiger pads 
out of his drawing and purrs, “Let’s 
go for a walk!” It’s the beginning of a 
magical and life-changing adventure, 
as the tiger helps Tom to overcome 
some of his biggest fears. 

They are REAL! 

“TIGERS! I’m VERY scared of tigers!”

“No, you’re NOT!” snaps the tiger.  “I’M a tiger! 

Besides, these are snow tigers and snow tigers 

love to dance.  We’ll light a fire and we’ll dance.” 

The tigers step forward. They shake the ice 

from their whiskers and dance a tigery dance 

in the firelight, with frosty breath and swishing tails 

and flashing eyes. 

Tom dances too.  

 Faster …  

  and faster …

   UNTIL …     

 

So Tom holds tight.  

Down, down they dive.  

And their breath comes out in bubbles. 

And the moonlight shines silver on the pebbles.  

And everywhere there are fish and even eels…

 UNTIL. . . 
  Parrots can be green

and parrots can be red,

Can you see a little bear standing on his head?

Whales can swim

and seagulls f ly.

Can you see a little bear

 f lying very high?

 and seagulls f ly,
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£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm l 32 pages l 9781910959855 l 4-Oct-18 l 4+
Also available in HB l £12.99 l 9781910959596
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Chitra Soundar, illustrated by Frané Lessac 

BRITA GRANSTRÖM is an illustrator and painter whose children’s books have won 

numerous awards. She lives in Berwick-upon-Tweed.

The author’s royalties will be donated in support of wildlife habitat
conservation projects in Africa.

The Mud Monster  
Jonnie Wild, illustrated by Brita Granström 

All the African animals were afraid of the     
     Mud Monster. They knew it was huge and 
they knew it was horrible. But none of them 
had actually seen it. Until one day...

The Mud Monster sees Jonnie Wild and
Brita Granström team up again for this
second book in the Five Flamingos series,
following The Carnivorous Crocodile.

£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm l 32 pages l 9781910959848 l 6-Sep-18 l 4+

Dreamer 
Saving Our Wild World

Brian Moses, illustrated by Bee Willey 

A bathtime book that shows how working
together is the best way to get things done! “A visual delight with vibrant illustrations

and an appealingly childlike painterly style 
richly coloured and full of detail.”
Books for Keeps 5 star review

“For a book celebrating the Indian version
of the flood story, look no further than
Pattan’s Pumpkin.”
Armadillo

“A brilliant traditional ‘flood tale’ from
India, beautifully retold and presented.”
Read It, Daddy

“ Inspirational.”
Books for Keeps

“Every one of the spreads would look beautiful 
framed and the whole book is a wonderful and 
wondrous starting point for discussions about 
protecting our precious planet, and on sharing
the earth’s resources.”
Red Reading Hub

“This inspirational picture book is a call to all
of us to stand up for the future of our planet
and help to save our wild world.”
Parents in Touch

The Carnivorous Crocodile
£6.99 l PB l 275x250mm l 32 pages l 9781910959916 l 3+

...also in paperback
The Carnivorous Crocodile

JONNIE WILD pioneered many environmental projects 

in the tropics whilst leading his family business - the 

famous Betty’s Tea Rooms and Yorkshire Tea. He now 

works with environmental scientists at the University

of Leeds, supporting collaborative research and

action in conserving forest habitats for the benefit

of both animals and humans.

The Mud Monster
£6.99 l PB l 275x250mm l 32 pages l 9781910959862 l 4-Oct-18 l 3+

“Wonderfully visual and will enchant you from the very first page.”
Angels and Urchins
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Poetry for a Change 
A National Poetry Day Anthology

£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96 pages l 9781910959503 l 6-Sep-18 l 8+

Dark Sky Park 
Poems from the Edge of Nature 

Poems by Philip Gross, illustrated by Jesse Hodgson 

£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96 pages l 9781910959886 l 5-Jul-18 l 9+
11
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PHILIP GROSS is a multi-award-winning poet, writing for both children and adults. 

His work includes The Water Table, I Spy Pinhole Eye and Off Road to
Everywhere, winner of the CLPE Poetry Prize of 2011. He has visited schools 

across the UK, working with teachers and leading writing workshops. He has 

taught creative writing at Bath Spa University, and from 2004 to 2017 he was 

Professor of Creative Writing at the University of South Wales.

He lives in Penarth. 

JESSE HODGSON graduated in Illustration at UWE Bristol in 2012. Her first picture 

book Pongo, was Highly Commended for the 2012 Macmillan Children’s Book 

Prize. Jesse lives in Bristol.

National Poetry Day is a chance for everyone
     everywhere to read, share and enjoy poetry.
This special anthology features poems by the
National Poetry Day Ambassadors, a top team
of fantastic poets who bring poetry alive all
year round.

Includes new poems by Deborah Alma,
Joseph Coelho, Sally Crabtree, Jan Dean,
Marjorie Lotfi Gill, Chrissie Gittins,
Matt Goodfellow, Sophie Herxheimer, Michaela Morgan, Brian Moses, 
Abigail Parry, Rachel Piercey, Rachel Rooney, Joshua Siegal and
Kate Wakeling (winner of the CLiPPA, 2017).

And each poet has chosen a favourite poem to share, so you’ll also find 
classics by Chistina Rossetti, WB Yeats, Shakespeare and Keats among 
others. Take a look, and be part of the celebration!

National Poetry Day was founded in 1994 by the Forward Arts
Foundation, whose mission is to celebrate excellence in poetry
and increase its audience.  

Black smokers, glacier worms and tardigrades…    
    arctic terns, snow leopards and the Aleppo 
cat… living in the Abyss, conquering Everest,
marvelling at the Northern Lights.

An exciting and thought-provoking celebration 
of all that is extraordinary in the natural world. 
Includes fascinating information about the
creatures depicted.

Poems by National Poetry Day Ambassadors,
illustrated by Chie Hosaka

“worm dreaming
dreaming root and branch
and whale and ant
and dinosaur and
dreaming
you and me”

Chie Hosaka works both digitally, and with traditional printmaking processes.

She has an MA with distinction from Cambridge School of Art and a BA Hons

in Fine Art from Nottingham Trent University. Previous commissions include 

designs for London Artists’ Book Fair at House of Illustration and Scoop 
Magazine. In 2017 she was a runner-up in the Searle Award for Creativity.

Chie lives and works in Nottingham.

An anthology to celebrate
National Poetry Day 2018
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Adder, Bluebell, Lobster
Wild Poems by Chrissie Gittins,
illustrated by Paul Bommer
“A sheer delight to read aloud…
the vocabulary is superb.”
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96pp 
9781910959558 l Age 7+

Where Zebras Go
Poems and illustrations
by Sue Hardy-Dawson
“A celebration of the magic of language.
Sure to challenge, amaze and enchant.”
Rachel Rooney
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 96pp
9781910959312 l Age 7+

How to be a Tiger
Poems by George Szirtes,
illustrated by Tim Archbold
“These are not just great poems
for children. They are just great 
poems. Sometimes five stars
seems a bit mean.”
Books for Keeps
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959206
Age 5+
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RISING STARS
New Young
Voices in Poetry
“The five young poets of the
anthology Rising Stars are...
slam-seasoned, pared back to
assured, mature, charismatic
essentials.”
Imogen Russell-Williams,
Times Literary Supplement
“Soulful, inspiring and uplifting.”
Joelle Taylor
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959374
Age 10+

The Dictionary of Dads
Poems by Justin Coe,
illustrated by Steve Wells
“A fantastic book that gathers together 
just about every type of dad you can 
think of in a brilliant poetry A-Z.”
Read It Daddy!
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm l 112pp
9781910959169 l Age 7+

Zim Zam Zoom!
Zappy Poems to Read Out Loud
James Carter,
illustrated by Nicola Colton
Shortisted for the CLiPPA 2017
“The sort of poetry book that kids can’t 
resist..a true treat.”
Read it, Daddy!
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm l 32pp
9781910959053 l 7 June 2018 l 4+

The Waggiest Tails
Poems by dogs, with help
from Brian Moses and
Roger Stevens,
illustrated by Ed Boxall
“All written from the dogs’
point of view, by internationally
acclaimed poets Brian Moses
and Roger Stevens, this funny
and perceptive canine collection
will be treasured by dog-lovers
of all ages.”
Read it, Daddy!
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959893
Age 7+
 

Dinosaurs and
Dinner-Ladies
Poems by John Dougherty,
illustrated by
Tom Morgan-Jones
A brilliant debut collection
of laugh out loud poems.
Armadillo
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959565
Age 7+

Overheard in
a Tower Block
Poems by Joseph Coelho,
illustrated by Kate Milner
Longlisted for the CILIP
Carnegie Medal 2018
Chosen by EmpathyLab for the 
2018 Read for Empathy Guide
“Ingenious!”
Nicolette Jones, Sunday Times
£6.99 l PB l 198x129m
112pp l 9781910959589
Age 8+

Chicken on
the Roof
Poems by Matt Goodfellow,
illustrated by Hannah Asen
“Rhythm, rhyme, wordplay and
whimsy make up this collection
of poems about imagination
and play and everyday life.
With amusing and inclusive
cartoons, its great strengths
are its short lines and
succinctness.”
Nicolette Jones, Sunday Times
£6.99 l PB l 198x129mm
96pp l 9781910959909
Age 7+
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Monster Baby
Written and illustrated by Sarah Dyer
“Funny take on the ever-popular issue
of coming to terms with a new sibling,
with quirky comic illustrations.”
The Bookseller
“A perfect book to share when
a new baby is on the way.” 
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 240x240mm l 32pp
9781910959084 l Age 3+

Six Blind Mice
and an Elephant
Written and illustrated by Jude Daly
A warm, inspiring story about the whole
being more than the sum of its parts,
based on a classic Indian fable.
“Beautifully told and imaginatively illustrated, 
this book should be in all primary schools.”
Books for Keeps
£11.99 l HB l 240x240mm l 32pp
9781910959428 l Age 4+

Surprise! Surprise!
Written and illustrated by Niki Daly
A hilarious picture book about acceptance,
with lively illustrations and a twist at the end.
“Delightful illustrations...funny, engaging,
and thought-provoking. Highly recommended 
for early years.”
English Association
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm l 32pp
9781910959992 l Age 4+

Peter in Peril 
Courage and Hope in World War 2
Written and illustrated by Helen Bate
Endorsed by Amnesty International
“This book, which establishes ‘the right
to life and to live in freedom and safety’
could not be more pertinent for the current
political climate, not only here in the UK,
but also further afield.”
IBBY Link
£12.99 l HB l 250x180mm l 48pp
9781910959572 l Age 8+
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The Creature
Written and illustrated by Helen Bate
“Superbly expressive illustrations show
just what the family think of their uninvited 
guest in this hilarious picture book.”
Parents in Touch
£11.99 l HB l 270x215mm l 32pp
9781910959145 l Age 3+

The King with
Dirty Feet
Sally Pomme Clayton,
illustrated by Rhiannon Sanderson
“Delightful...beautifully told for reading 
aloud and engagingly illustrated...comic 
and suspenseful.”
Nicolette Jones, Sunday Times
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm l 32pp
9781910959237 l 8 March 2018
Age 4+
 

Is it a Mermaid?
Candy Gourlay, illustrated 
by Francesca Chessa
A warm-hearted story about
friendship- and mermaids!
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm 
32pp l 9781910959121
5 April 2018 l Age 3+
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Pirate Baby
Mary Hoffman, illustrated
by Ros Asquith
“A super little pirate book for younger 
readers, with fun and energetic writing 
from Mary and child-friendly art from 
Ros.”
Read it, Daddy!
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm l 32pp 
9781910959954 l Age 3+

One Cheetah,
One Cherry
A Book of Beautiful Numbers
Written and illustrated
by Jackie Morris
“A spectacular counting book.”
School Librarian
£12.99 l HB l 220x220mm l 32pp  
9781910959282 l Age 1+

The Seal Children
Written and illustrated by Jackie Morris
“A wondrous experience of timeless sea
magic and folk-lore...marvellous, evocative
illustrations and lyrical language.”
Carousel
£12.99 l HB l 235x278mm l 32pp
9781910959473 l Age 4+

The Newborn Child
Written and illustrated by Jackie Morris
“A beautiful book, perfect
as a gift for any mother-to-be.”
Parents in Touch
£12.99 l HB l 220x220mm l 40pp 
9781910959459 l Age 5+

Run, Elephant, Run
An Indonesian Rainforest
Adventure
Written and illustrated
by Patricia MacCarthy
“The perfect introduction to the
amazing rainforest and the need
to protect. The illustrations are
superb.”
Let Them Be Small
£12.99 l HB l 260x300mm
32pp l 9781910959114 l Age 3+

Mrs Noah’s Pockets
Jackie Morris,
illustrated by James Mayhew
“Fabulous in all particulars, from its duped
patriarch believing that his wife is sewing
curtains rather than secret pockets for centaurs,
to its endpapers, full of wild waters and
gambolling fantastic beasts.” 
Imogen Russell Williams, Guardian
£12.99 l HB l 240x275mm l 40pp 
9781910959091 l Age 3+

A Child’s Garden of Verses
Robert Louis Stevenson,
illustrated by Michael Foreman
With a foreword by
Alexander McCall Smith
A beautiful gift-edition
of a world-famous classic.
“A beautiful gift book stunningly illustrated…
here is a wonderful opportunity for a new
generation of families to discover these
delightful poems.”
Carousel
£14.99 l HB l 230x180mm l 128pp 
9781910959107 l Age 5+

Riding a Donkey
Backwards 
Wise and Foolish Tales
of Mulla Nasruddin
Retold by Sean Taylor and Khayaal Theatre,
illustrated by Shirin Adl
“Jokes, riddles and wisdom in a riotous collection
of classic tales starring a popular character from
the Islamic world”
Bookseller
£12.99 l HB l 270x215mm l 48pp 
9781910959305 l 5 April 2018 l Age 5+
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Wings!
Paul Stewart,
illustrated by Jane Porter
“This heart-warming picture
book shows children that
everyone has something they’re
good at. It’s simply a matter of
finding what it is.”
Chris Riddell, Guardian
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959046
Age 3+
Also available in HB l £11.99
9781910959435

Paul Stewart   Jane Porter  

“Delightful and heart-warming”   

CHRIS RIDDELL Children’s L
aureate

Wings!
Wings!

Books! Books! Books!
Explore Inside the
Greatest Library on Earth
Written and illustrated by
Mick Manning and Brita Granström  
“A fabulous celebration of libraries and 
their importance...A fascinating and 
beautiful book in its own right.”
Reading Zone
£14.99 l HB l 278x235mm l 48pp 
9781910959985 l Age 7+

Immi
Written and illustrated
by Karin Littlewood 
“A truly magical tale…Delicate 
illustrations accompany the
story to perfection.”
Parents in Touch
£6.99 l PB l 275x245mm 
32pp l 9781910959534
Age 4+

The Princess
and the Castle
Written and illustrated
by Caroline Binch
“Stunningly written and
beautifully illustrated.”
Read It, Daddy
£6.99 l PB l 295x250mm
32pp l 9781910959480
Age 4+

I Will Not Wear Pink
Joyce Dunbar,
illustrated by Polly Dunbar
“Whether you are five or fifty
you are sure to enjoy reading
this exhilarating and amusing
story together.”
Armadillo
£6.99 l PB l 275 x 240mm
40pp l 9781910959015 l Age 3+
Also available in HB l £11.99
9781910959527

Kangaroo Kisses
Nandana dev Sen, illustrated
by Pippa Curnick
“A lovely bedtime picture book…
a great book for sharing.” 
Reading Zone
£6.99 l PB l 240x240mm
32pp l 9781910959022
Age 2+
Also available in HB l £11.99
9781910959008

My Daddy is a
Silly Monkey
Dianne Hofmeyr,
illustrated by Carol Thompson
“A joyful celebration of daddies
everywhere with appeal and
resonance for children and their
parents too.”
Books for Keeps
£6.99 l PB l 275x240mm
32pp l 9781910959923
3 May 2018 l Age 3+
Also available in HB l £11.99
9781910959138

How the Borks Became
Jonathan Emmett,
illustrated by Elys Dolan
“A funny, accessible introduction to the
concept of evolution and natural selection,
using the fantastical creature of the
Planet Charlebob. Dolan’s pictures
are a riot.”
Fiona Noble, Bookseller
£11.99 l HB l 275x240mm l 32pp
9781910959190 l 3 May 2018 l Age 5+

Red Alert!
15 Endangered
Animals Fighting
to Survive
Catherine Barr, illustrated
by Anne Wilson
“Essential reading for young
environmentalists. Interactive
and inspiring.”
Fiona Noble, Bookseller 
£12.99 l HB l 300x220mm
48pp l 9781910959961
8 March 2018 l Age 5+

Lost and Found
Parables Jesus Told

Walking on Water
Miracles Jesus Worked

Mary Hoffman, illustrated by Jackie Morris
“A beautiful set of books as a gift, to keep at home or use at school.”
Armadillo
£12.99 l HB l 240x240mm l 32pp l Age 4+
Lost and Found l 9781910959299
Walking on Water l 9781910959220
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